The CESR RF system consists of four 5-cell RF cavities [l]. Each cell has a field probe sensitive to the voltage in the cell. We used a single bunch circulating in the ring as the driving current which gives a well known spectrum. The signals from the field probes were analyzed and we were able to identify the peaks seen in the spectra as higher-order modes (HOMs) that are excited by the beam in RF cavities. Analysis of the peak shapes and location gave us the Q factors of parasitic modes and their frequencies. The reliability of data was verified with direct measurement using a Network analyzer. The information about Qs and frequencies of the parasitic modes will be used for the multi-bunch beam stability analysis.
INTRODUCTION
It was found that the maximum beam current at CESR is limited by the muti-bunch beam instability. The appearance of this instability is seen as the self-excited lines in the spectra of the signals picked up from BPM buttons. To determine which of CESR elements are responsible for that we performed the following experiment. Keeping beam current constant we changed the temperature of one of the CESR RF cavities at a time and observed the amplitude of the self-excited line in the spectrum (see [2] ). The cavity temperature variation causes the small profile distortion leading to the frequency shift of the cavity HOMs. The frequency of the fundamental mode is kept in place by the tuner, but the frequencies of all other modes can be shifted unpredictably. If the frequency of one of those HOMs will appear in the vicinity of the lines presented in the spectrum of the beam current, it may result in high parasitic voltage in cavity which may drive the beam instability. The mode voltage is proportional to the beam current and depends on the quality factor Q and the mode specific impedance R/Q.
While R/Q for each mode can be calculated, the reliable value of Qs and frequencies can be obtained only from measurements. To obtain this information for the cavities presently installed in the ring we directed experiments described below. Obtained data will help us to analyze multibunch beam instability and make a proper choice for the beam current increase strategy.
HIGHER ORDER MODES IDENTIFICATION
The CESR RF system consists of four 5-cell RF cavities.
Two of them, E l and E2, are located in the east side of the *Work supported by the National Science Foundation On leave from BINP, Novosibirsk ring and two others, W1 and W2, are in the west side. Each cell has a field probe sensitive to the voltage in the cell. We analyzed the signals from these probes in our experiments.
To excite higher-order modes we used a single bunch circulating in the ring which gives us simple spectrum of driving current. This spectrum contains all harmonics of the revolution frequency, fo = 390.13kHz. The harmonic strength depends on its frequency, f, as e z p ( -f z / / ( 2 f : ) ) , where f c N 3GHz is determined by the bunch length. Figure 1 shows spectra of a signal picked from the field probe of the E l cavity cell number 4. The circulating current was 6 mA in a single positron bunch. The first plot, marked as 5 0 0 1000 1500
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Figure 1: Spectra of signal from field probe of E l cavity cell 4.
"no pretzel", is the spectra obtained with the beam orbit close to the cavity axis. We can expect excitation of only longitudinal HOMs in this case. The second spectrum, labeled as "with pretzel", is for the pretzelized orbit, i.e. the beam orbit was shifted by approximately 10 mm off the axis in horizontal plane. One can see that additional peaks appear which may be interpreted as the excitation of the dipole modes. The bottom plot, "effect of pretzel", is the result of subtraction of the first spectrum from the second one. The next step was to identify peaks seen in spectrums with calculated higher-order modes. The URMEL calculations were done for the single-cell. Table l shows the calculated characteristics of longitudinal modes found by URMEL in the frequency range from 5OOMHz to 2.5GHz. It contains frequencies and R/Qs. The measured spectrum for the on axis beam orbit is shown in figure 2. Dots represent calculated HOMs. We used the logarithm of the ratio of a mode R/Q to the fundamental mode R/Q There is no doubt that the peaks in the spectra are related to the higher-order modes and we can say with certain which mode is responsible for the appearance of which peak. Note that the field probe sensitivity is different for different modes. It depends on the probe location and on the mode field pattern. The mode with the higher voltage may give the peak with smaller amplitude than the other one with the lower voltage. So, it would be wrong to compare measured peaks amplitude with calculated RIQ.
The same procedure was done for the dipole modes. Figure 3 shows the difference between two spectra, with and without pretzel. Here, also, one can see correlation between peaks and dots representing calculated HOMs, (see Table 2 ). So we again are able to say which peak corresponds to which mode. The next step was to study the characteristics of higherorder modes needed for multi-bunch beam stability analysis. Figure 4 shows a spectrum of signal from the E l cell 4 field probe in a f 3 . 5 M H z frequency range around 1801.5
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MHz. We know from the previous measurements that here is a peak caused by the TMO-Mx-3 mode excitation. The form of the spectrum seen in figure 4 reflects the spectrum of driving current as well as shape of the resonance. As far as we used a single circulating bunch, its spectrum has lines at harmonics of the revolution frequency. The envelope of the spectrum is determined by the TMO-Mx-3 mode parameters. This envelope was fitted with the theoretical resonant function using the resonant frequency fm and the quality factor Q as free parameters. The best fitting was obtained with Q = 15,853 f 9,000 and f m =: 1801.4MHz. One can see relatively large uncertainty in Q. It occurs because Figure 4: Resonance fitting of spectrum around TMO-ME-3 mode location. E l cavity, cell 4.
the fitted points are sampled by the revolution frequency and in the case of high Q only few of them, which are close to the mode frequency, play role in the Q determination. In the case of low Q the number of points important for the Q determination is getting larger and the accuracy becomes better. The accuracy of the mode frequency fitting is always better than 0.1 MHz.
To verify these numbers we performed the direct measurements of the cell 4 of the E l cavity using a Network analyzer. The higher-order mode probe [3] was used to drive field in the cell and field probe was used to pick up the signal. By measuring the S21 function we found the peak of the TMO-Mx-3 mode with Q = 16,400 and fm = 1801.563MHz. These numbers are in a good agreement with numbers obtained from the beam measurement. The CESR RF system contains a total of 20 accelerating cells. All of them have slightly different spectra, i.e. slightly different peak amplitudes and positions. It may be easily explained by the their mechanical differences. For the purpose of the muti-bunch beam stability analysis it is necessary to know the mode frequency and Q variation among the cells. beams. We measured Q factors and tunes of the TMO-Mx-2
and TMO-Mx-3 modes in 12 RF cells using a single circulating bunch as a driving current . This information will be used for multi-bunch beam stability analysis.
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CONCLUSION
Peaks seen in spectra of the signals from the RF field probes have been identified as higher-order modes exited by the
